
Nance Pettit – Bio 
 
Nance Pettit married the Asheville, North Carolina based acoustic singer/songwriter David Wilcox during 
1992, and the following year their son Nathan was born. Thirteen years earlier, the Cooperative Food 
Education Project had published Nance Pettit’s “Eclipse Of The Blue Moon Foods, A Guide To 
Teaching Food Education.” Based on recommendations made in the book, a school’s food curriculum 
was developed and adopted by many school boards nationwide. In addition, Pettit is certified by the 
Florida School of Massage, and went on to gain a masters degree in psychology from Nashville’s 
Vanderbilt University. Her post-graduate research work focused on Gestalt Therapy and Hakomi Body 
Centred Therapy. At the Nantahala Outdoor Centre near Bryson City, North Carolina, Nance taught 
white water kayaking and canoeing, for a period of eight years, as part of corporate team building 
courses. For a time she was Director of the Counselling Centre of Warren Wilson College in Asheville, 
North Carolina and concurrently ran her own body-centred psychotherapy practice. Latterly the holder of 
a Masters of Acupuncture degree from TAI Sophia Institute in Columbia, Maryland, in recent years she 
ran her own acupuncture practice. 
 
As for Nance Pettit’s contributions to music and recordings, one of the earliest instances of the latter 
appeared on the Rounder/Philo Various Artists compilation “Big Times In A Small Town : The 
Vineyard Tapes” [1993]. Recorded during September 1992 in Martha’s Vineyard, Wilcox, Pettit and 
David Roth’s sang harmony vocals on the Jonatha Brooke [The Story] track “Dog Dreams.” Nance’s only 
solo recording to date “Skin And Water,” was a Fresh Baked Records release in 1995. Engineered by 
Chris Rosser, it was co-produced by Don McCollister and Kristian Bush, the latter is a member of the 
band Billy Pilgrim. Released the same year, on the Mesa/Bluemoon label, Peppino D'Agostino’s album 
“Venus Over Venice” included a David Wilcox and Nance Pettit duet on the 1966 Left Banke hit, “Walk 
Away Renee.” The following year Wilcox’s live recording “East Asheville Hardware” [1996], a Fresh 
Baked/Koch Records release, featured the song “Barbie [The Untold Story]” written by Nance Pettit and 
Freddie Bradburn. Pettit was listed as a co-producer of the latter album, and also penned the liner notes. 
During the same year Nance appeared on Asheville based Chuck Brodsky’s “Letters In The Dirt” 
performing background vocals. Pettit, Wilcox and Christine Kane [another Asheville based performer] 
appeared as harmony vocalists on Chris Rosser’s “Archaeology” [1997]. The same year Pettit was 
credited as Executive Producer of, and also sang background vocals on, Wilcox’s “Turning Point.” The 
following year Jennifer Kimball [The Story, solo], Wilcox and Pettit were guest vocalists on the Jim’s Big 
Ego album “Don’t Get Smart” [1998]. Jim Infantino later co-produced Wilcox’s Y2K album “What You 
Whispered” released by Vanguard Records. “Boxes of Bones” [1998] by Don Conoscenti featured 
David Wilcox and Nance Pettit as backing vocalists, along with Emily Saliers [Indigo Girls], Kristen Hall, 
Ellis Paul, Kristian Bush, The Nudes and Pierce Pettis. 
 
In early 1999 the Wilcox family relocated from Asheville, NC to Columbia, Maryland were Nance studied 
at the TAI Sophia Institute. The songs “Leaving You” and “Hometown” and on Wilcox’s “Underneath” 
[1999] were penned by Wilcox/Pettit. Pettit and Renee Fryer were backing vocalists on Wilcox’s eighth 
studio [and eleventh recording overall] outing “Into The Mystery” [2003]. “Great Big World” [2004], by 
the Wilcox’s close friend Pierce Pettis, featured Nance on backing vocals. In the late summer of 2005 
Wilcox & Pettit’s “Out Beyond Ideas” was released by the Colorado based label, What Are Records? 
The roots of the recording lay in a book of mystic poetry that the Wilcox’s were given as a Christmas gift 
by a friend. Sub-titled the “Songs For Peace” project, the words were written as long ago as the 7th 
century AD and as recently as the 20th century. The couple experimented with, and succeeded in finding, 
melodies to accompany the aforementioned words drawn from a diverse range of the world’s faiths. 
Having recently sold their home, the Wilcox’s intend spending the next eighteen months on the road, 
with son Nathan, touring America in their Airstream trailer, hauled by a bio-diesel truck that runs on 
waste vegetable oil. David will continue to appear as a solo act, and the pair will also perform in “Out 
Beyond Ideas” concerts. The University of Maryland Centre for International Development and Conflict 
Management will benefit financially from sales of “Out Beyond Ideas.” At the end of the eighteen-month 
sojourn Messrs. Wilcox and Pettit will settle in one of the places they have pass through, following which 
Pettit hopes to establish an acupuncture practice.    
 
Discography : 
Solo - “Skin And Water” [1995] :   
with David Wilcox – “Out Beyond Ideas” [2005] :  
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